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BW Series 



BW2269A    COOGEE   
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Shade variaIion

Due To Printing The Relationship May Be Different From The Actual Product Color. Please Prevail In Kind.

由于印刷关系，可能与实际产品颜色有所差异，请以实物为准！

Size 

20x60x2cm
8"x24"

40x60x2cm
16"x24"

300x1200x2cm
12"x48"

Beach Wood

BW2262A     MAnly

BW2263A    Bondi   

BW2265A    PyrMont
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The Beachwood series was 

inspired by the iconic beaches, 

bays and wharfs of Sydney. 

This vibrant city is known for it's 

natural beauty, waterfronts and 

sunny climate that lends itself to 

outdoor living. 

By day or by night you will find 

the ideal venue for a long lunch 

with family and friends, a walk 

a long the water f ront ,  or  an 

evening simply enjoying the 

warmth and great atmosphere of 

this magnificent city. 

Beach Wood
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the wharf at Manly is the gateway 

to one of Sydney's most iconic 

seaside suburbs and lives up to 

it's reputation of being seven miles 

from the CBd, but a thousand miles 

from care. 

With its bustling restaurants, 

bars and cafes, this historic 

wharf inspired the creation of  the 

BEACHWood MAnly and reflects 

its most perfect outdoor mood. 

Manly
MAnly
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Beach Wood

BW2262A+BBW2663A
300*1200mm  

按图进行铺贴

BW2262A MANLy
200x600x20mm  

BW2322A   MANLy    300x1200x20mm  
BW2323A   BONDI    300x1200x20mm  
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BW2322A   MANLy    

300x1200x20mm 
 
BW2323A  BONDI 

300x1200x20mm  
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Bondi beach is arguably one of 

Australia's most famous beaches 

and is the jewel of Sydney's 

laid back lifestyle. the colour of 

the BEACHWood Bondi was 

inspired by the Bondi Pavillion, 

where there are restaurants, 

galleries and a theatre for all to 

enjoy 

Bondi
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BW2323A   BONDI

300x1200x20 mm  
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特写 9

BW2263   BONDI    

200x600x20  mm  

QZ2660A   ICE SNOW

600x600x20 mm  
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Pyrmont, a former industrial 

area, is now a popular 

entertainment area packed 

with restaurants, bars, 

nightclubs and a world class 

casino. A walk along the 

water's edge inspired the 

colour and the structure of the 

BEACHWood PyrMont. 
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PyrMonT 



BW2265A   PyRMONT     

200x600x20  mm  

BW2465A   PyRMONT  

400x600x20  mm

BW2323A   BONDI

300x1200x20 mm  
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BW2465A  PyRMONT 
400x600x20mm  

BW2265A  PyRMONT 200x600x20mm  
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The colour of the BEACHWood 

CooGEE is inspired by the Giles baths 

located at the foot of the northern 

headland of Coogee beach. A natural 

rock pool with intensely deep colour, it is 

known by the locals as the "Bogey Hole" 

and has been in use since the early 

nineteenth century 

CooGEE 
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BW2265A  PyRMONT 

200x600x20  mm

BW2329A   COOGEE 

300x1200x20  mm

  

BW2469A  COOGEE       BW2263  BONDI

400x600x20  mm           200x600x20  mm 
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BW2269A   COOGEE 

200x600x20mm  

BW2469A    COOGEE  

400x600x20mm  

BW2265A  PyRMONT   

200x600x20mm  
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20x60x2cm
8"x24"

40x60x2cm
16"x24"

300x1200x2cm
12"x48"

2cm 

BW2262A\BW2462A\BW2322A     MAnly

BW2263A\BW2463A\BW2323A     Bondi 

BW2265A\BW2465A\BW2325A     PyrMont

BW2269A\BW2469A\BW2329A     CoogEE 
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Easy installation- Viewgres outdoor porcelain pavers  are specifically designed 

for quick and easy installation with multiple setting options.

resistant- High compressive strength and ultra-low absorption rates create a 

dense surface that resists  moold,moss,dirt and staining.

Skid-resistant- Structured paver top textures feature non-slip surfaces 

contributing to superior safety conditions.

Color durability- our extensive selection of color, fused by vitrification, 
becomes an integral part of  the actual porcelain surface and is not affected by 

external elements.

Freeze resistant- our  porcelain tiles are capable of withstanding temperatures 

as low as-60oF.

durable- Available  in a diverse range of contemporary colors and designs.

Stylish- Available in a diverse range of contemporary colors and designs.

Modular design- Viewgres outdoor porcelain pavers are precision rectified for 
ease of installation and to allow for creative designs utilizing multiple size slabs 
in homogeneous patterns.

light Weight- A 37 lbs. for the 24'x24' paver permit easy installation, removal 
and serviceability (excludinig adhered installations)

Easy to Clean- Standard household cleaners can be used on Viewgres outdoor 
porcelain pavers which may also be pressure washed with a low pressure 
washing device.

Size Uniformity- All slabs are precision rectified to insure consistency and 
expedite the installation process.

impermeable-de- icing salts and other equivalent materials can be used 

without concerns.

ramp Skid Coefficient- Barefoot ramp,Shod ramp and Pendulum Friction 

tested.rated r-11.

Sri Value- AStM E903-35 to 67.

intErnAtionAl tECHniCAl 
StAndArdS:

PErFECt For:

●   driveways         
●   Pool decks         
●   Public Spaces

EASy inStAllAtion oVEr:

●   Sand         ●   Concrete         ●   Gravel         
●   Grass       ●   Pedestals

●   Hotels         
●   Patios         
●   Steps

●   Entranceways         
●   Promenades         
●   Walkways
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